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Innovative Design
the new brute®

The new BRUTE® utility container features innovative solutions for 
making waste collection more efficient—along with the quality, 
durability, and superior performance found in every BRUTE® 
product.

integrated venting 
channels
Four patent-pending venting channels 
dramatically reduce the force required 
to remove a full can liner by over 50%* 
when compared to traditional containers.  

improved lid
Optional self-draining lid reduces 
pooling when containers are stored 
outside.

innovative can 
liner cinches
Four patent-pending can  
liner cinches allow easy  
one-step liner retention  
and eliminate knot tying.

new protouch™  
handles
New, fully round ProTouch™ 
handles provide a comfortable, 
secure grip during lifting.

*Based on internal testing.

 OVER

50%*
 

 EASIER!

easier handling
Molded base grips on the bottom of 
the container are deeper and ribbed for 
better control during emptying.

better waste management
The new BRUTE® utility container is available in multiple colors for improved 
waste stream management. Uses include blue for segregating recyclable 
waste, gray and yellow for general refuse, and black for waste collection 
areas that require a more aesthetic design.
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Innovative Design

nEw bRutE® utIlIty cOntAInER
No. Description Dimensions Capacity Ship Wt/Ctn Color Pack

2643-60 BRUTE® Container 24" dia x 311⁄2" h 44 gal 49.5 lb GRAY, BLA, YEL, BLUE 4
2645-60 BRUTE® Lid 24.5" dia x 11⁄2" h - 10.4 lb BLA 1

new design, new advantages, 
and Famous brute® durability
The new BRUTE® utility container and lid  
work with all existing BRUTE® products  
and accessories, including BRUTE®  
dollies, rim caddies, lids, dome tops,  
and containers, for a complete  
waste collection system.

2643-60 Container  
with 2645-60 Lid
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